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INFINITESIMAL VARIATIONS OF .INVARIANT
BYPERSURFACE OF A P-SASAKIAN MANIFOLD

By KOZI MATSUMOTO

O. Introduction .
An infinitesimal variation of an invariant submanifold of a S3$alcian manifold

which carries it into an invariant submanifold is said to be invariant. An
infinitesimal variation is said to be i-preserving when it is invariant and
preserves the induced tensor field i/ of type (1, 1) on the invariant submani
fold of a Sasakian manifold ([5J). K. Yano, U-H. Ki and }. S. Pak ([5J)
proved that an infinitesimal fibre-preserving invariant conformal variation of a
compact orientable invariant submanifold of a Sasakian manifold is necessarily
f-preserving.

The main purpose of the present paper is to study infinitesimal variations
of invariant Jtypersurfaces .of a P-Sasakian manifold and to prove theorems
analogous to those proved in [5J.

In preliminary § 1 we state some properties of invariant hypersurfaces of a
P-Sasakian manifold. In § 2, we derive fundamental formulas in the theory
of infinitesimal variations and study invariant variations of hypersurfaces of
a P-Sasakian manifold. In § 3, we shall define f-preserving variations of
invariant hypersurfaces of a P-Sasakian manifold. In the last § 4, we shall
study invariant conformal variations and prove that an invariant conformal
fibre-preserving variation of a compact orientable' hypersurface ofa P-Sasakian
manifold is necessarily isometric and hence i-preserving (see Theorem 4.3).

Throughout this paper, we assume that manifolds are orientable and every
geometric object is differentiable.

1. Invariant hypersurfaces of a P-Sasakian manifold
Let Mn be an n-dimensional P-Sasakian manifold covered by a system of

coordinate neighbourhoods {U, x A} and (if'i", ~A, 1)A' gPA) the set of the structure
tensors of Mn, where here and in the sequel, the indices v, p, .•. , it run over
the range {I, 2, . '" n}. Then we have by definition

{
if'lif'/=OpA_1)p~A, 1JlPl=O,

(1. 1) if'/~r=o, 1)r~r=1
(1. 2) ger4J/if'l=gflA-1)p1)l,
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(1. 3) VJlp~l= (-g"p+7J"7Jp)~l+(-o/+1j"~;')7Jp,
where <p/=Vp~)" 1Jp=gpJ.!;l and the operator V1 is the covariant differen
tiation with respect to g p), ([3J).

Let Mn-l be an (n-l)-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a
system of coordinate neighbourhoods {V, .1'1 and isometrically immersed in
Mn by the immersion 1 : Mn-l -4 Mn, where here and in the sequel, the
indices k,j, ...,h run over the range {l,2, ...,n-l}. We identify l(Mn-l)
with Mn-l and represent the immersion by xJ.=X),(yi). If we put B/=OiX1
(Oi=O!.1i), then B/ are n-l linearly independent vectors of Mn tangent to
Mn-l. Denoting by gji the Riemannian metric of Mn-l we have gji=gpJ.B/B/
since the immersion is isometric. We denote Cl a unit normal to Mn-l.

The van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant derivatives of B/ and CJ. are
respectively given by

V.B.A=o.B.J.+r J. B."Bfl-r.h.BhJ.J' J' J) P J' J' ,
Vpl=OJ-C1+ r/pB/CP,

and the equation of Gauss and Weingarten are respectively
(1.4) VjB/=hj,-C1, Vpl= -h/B/,
where r"lp and r/i are the Christoffel symbols formed with gpJ. and gji
respectively and hj ; denote the components of the second fundamental tensor
of Mn-l and h/=hj/egki, gki being contravariant components of the metric
tensor of Mn-l.

A hypersurface Mn-l is called an invariant hypersurface of a P-Sasakian
manifold Mn if the tangent space at each point of M"-l is invariant under
the action of 9/. Thus for an invariant hypersurface Mn-I, we have
(1. 5) <p/B/ f/B/, <piO'=OCJ.,
1/ being a tensor field of type (1,1) and 0 a scalar field of Mn-l.

On the other hand, we put
(1. 6) t;l jiB/+pCl,
where Ii and p. are a vector field and a scalar field of Mn-l respectively.

Now applying the operator <Pl" to the first equation of (1. 5) and using
(1. 1) and (1. 6) , we have
(1.7) 1/1/=o/-ljJi, p./;=O,
where Ij J!'gkj. Applying the operator <Pl to the second equation of (1. 5)
and using (1. 1) and (1. 6), we get
(1.8) Id;=I-p.2, p.2+02=1.
Transvecting (1. 5) with 7J), and taking account of (1. 5), we find
(1.9) 1/li=O, p.O=O.
By virtue of the second equation of (1. 7) and (1. 8), we have
(1.10) p. (1-p.2) =0.



~1 jiB/,
fJi=l,

Vkf/= (-gkj+ f kfj) fi+ (-Oki+ hfi) fj,
f/hu=hji .
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In the sequel, we consider the case of tt=O, that is the P-Sasakian struc·
ture vector ~1 is tangent to the hypersurface. Then (1. 6) and (1. 8) can
be written as
(1.11)
(1. 12)
respectively.
Also transvecting (1.2) with B/Bl, we get
(1.13) gllr.f/fl=gji-fj/i'
Next, differentiating the first equation of (1.5) covariantly along M"-l, we
can find
(1.14)
(1. 15)
We have from (1. 15)
(1. 16) flhu flhlj,
that is, the tensor field flhu is symmetric with respect to the indices j and i.
Differentiating the second equation of (1. 5) covariantly along M"-l and
taking account of tt=O, (1. 5) and (1. 15), we have
(1.17) 0=1.
Also differentiating (1. 12) covariantly along M"-l, we get
(1. 18) VjP f/,
(1. 19) hjiP=O.
Thus from (1.7), (1.9), (1. 12), (1. 13), (1. 14) and (1. 18), we have

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let M"-l be an invariant hypersurface of a P-Sasakian
manifold M", then the tensor field (f/, fi, fi' gji) is a P-Sasakian structure
on M"-l.

It is known that on a P-Sasakian manifold M"-l the following identity
is valid ([1J):
(1. 20) Kjh-Kjmlifmlihi= (n-3)gjh- (2n-5)fjih-ffjh,
where Kkjih and K ji denote the curvature tensor and the Ricci tensor with
respect to gji respectively and f f/=trace(f/)

2. Invariant variations of invariant hypersnrfaces

Let M"-l be an (n-1)-dimensional invariant hypersurface of an n-dimen
sional P-Sasakian manifold M". We consider an infinitesimal variation of
M"-l in M" given by
(2.1) x1=x<+vl(y)e,
where e is an infinitesimaL Putting 13/=OiX1, we have
(2.2) Bi1=Bl+ (oivl)e,
which are n-1 linearly independent vectors tangent to the varied hypersurface
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at (XA). We displace IN back parallely from (xA) to (xA) and put them B/,
then we have

iN .B/+F/p (x+ve) vVB/,s .
Thus putting iiB/=B/-Bi", we obtain
(2.3) iiB/= (Vivl)e,
neglecting terms of order higher than one with respect to e, where
(2. 4) ViVA =OiVA+Fv"pB/vI'.

Hereafter, we always neglect terms of order higher than one with respect
to e.

On the other hand, if we put
(2.5) v"=viBil+aCl,
vi and a being a vector field and a scalar field of M ,,-1 respectively, (2.4)
can be written as
(2. 6) Vjv1 = (Vjvi-ah/) Bil+ (Vp+hjiv')C".
Substituting (2.6) in (2. 3), we have
(2.7) oB/=[(Vjvi-ah/)Bl+ (Vp+hjivi)Cl].

We now assume that the infinitesimal variation (2. 1) carries an invariant
hypersurface into an invariant hypersurface and call such a variation an
infinitesimal invariant variation. For an infinitesimal invariant variation,
ifJp(x+ve)B/ are linear combination of B/ and vice versa.

Now we can show that
(2.8) ifJi(x+ve)BI'=[.p/+if(o..q)/)e]eB/+ (oivP)e]

=[ f/+ {fz'(Vj-o'-ahj) -fl(V,vi-ah,i)
-(Vj!'+hvi-2Tffdj!')}e]BI - U/(V,a+hliv') +afj} C"eo

where C" denotes a unit normal to the varied hypersurface and Vi=Vkg",.
Thus using (1. 15) and (2. 8), we have

THEOREM 2.1. In order for an infinitesimal variation of an invariant
hypersurface of a P-Sasakian manifold to be invariant it is necessary and
sufficient that
(2.9) fi (Vza+havk) +«/;=0
or
(2.10)

Transvecting (2.9) with fi and using (1.9) and (1. 13), we have
(2.11) a=O.
Thus we have

THEOREM 2.2. If an infinitesimal variation of an invariant hypersurface of
a P-Sasakian manifold is invariant, then the infinitesimal variation is tangen
tial.
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. When the tangent space at a point (xA) of a hypersurface and that at the
corresponding point (xA) of the varied hypersurface are always parellel, the
variation is said to be parallel ([5J). The following lemma was proved by
K. Yano:

LEMMA 2. 3 ([4J). In order for an infinitesimal variation (2. 1) of a
hypersurface to be parallel, it is necessary and sufficient that
(2.12) I7p+hjivi=O.

Thus we have from Theorem 2. 1 and Lemma 2. 3

COROLLARY 2.4. In order for a infinitesimal parallel variation of an invariant
hypersurface of a P-Sasakian manifold to be invariant, it is necessary and
sufficient that the variation is tangential.

Next, applying the operator 0 to gji=gPAB/I.B/ and taking account of Ogpl
=0 and (2.7), we have
(2.13) Ogji= (J7jvi+l7ivj-2ahji)s,
from which
(2.14) ogji=- (l7jvi+l7ivi-2ahij)s.

An infinitesimal variation for which Ogji=O is said to be isometric ([4J).
We put

(2.15)
and
(2.16) orli=l'j\-Fl i ,

where l'li denote the Christoffel symbols of the varied hypersurface. Then
we can find by straightfoward computation
(2.17) orli=[ (l7jl7ivA+ Kf1lvivf1lB/B/) BkA+hji (l7ka+hlhv')J,
where K f1lvi is the curvature tensor with respect to gpA. By virtue of the
equations of Gauss and Codazzi, (2.5) and (2.6), (2.17) can be written as
(2.18) oFli=[(l7jl7ivh+Kkjikv'<)s- {l7j(ahu) +l7i(ahjl) -171 (ahji)} glks.
An infinitesimal variation for which orli=o is said to be affine.

Since an infinitesimal isometric variation is affine, for an infinitesimal
isometric variation, we have from (2. 18)
(2.19) I7jl7ivk+ KkjikVk- Wj (ahik) +l7i (ahjk) -17k (ahji)} =0,
from which
(2.20) I7jl7jvi+ Kkjvk- {217j (ah;i) -l7i (ah)} =0,
where h=trace (h/).
Substituting (1. 20) in (2.20), we have
(2.21) I7jl7jvi+ {KktsmPs.tr+ (n-3)gkj- (2n-5) hfi-fhi} v'<

- {2I7j(ah/) -l7i(ah)} =0.
Thus we have
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we can find

applying the
we respectively

THEOREM 2. 4. If an infinitesimal variation (2. 1) of an invariant hypersur
face of a P-Sasakian manifold is isometric, then (2. 21) is valid.

3. Infinitesimal (-preserving variations.

Let an infinitesimal variation (2. 1) be invariant and put
(3.1) ifJ/'(x+vs)B/= (f/t+ofl')B1IA.

Then, by virtue of (2. 8) and (3. 1), we have
(3.2) ofi1l= Ul1ll7id- flI71d'+2v1fdijh-<.'d h- fid'} e.
An infinitesimal invariant variation for which of/=O is said to be f-preserv
ing.
From (2. 10) and (3. 2), we have

THEOREM 3. 1. In order for an infinitesimal variation (2. 1) of an inmriant
hypersurface of a P-Sasakian manifold to be f-presen'ing, it is necessary and
sufficient that the variation satisfies (2.10) and
(3.3) fl"l7id- flI71V"+2.i fdd"-vJ"- fi'[,h=O
or equivalently
(3.4) fJ(V)fih=O,
where fJ(v) denotes the Lie deri't'atirJe with respect to '[,i.

Now, applying the operator 0 to f/fi=O and using (3.2),
(3.5) ojh= (fJ (v) fh+13jh)e
for a certain scalar field 13 on M'H. On the other hand,
operator 0 to gjJj f' = 1-p2 and the second equation of (1.7),
have

and
(op) fi+ pOfi=O.

From the above two equations, (1. 8), (1. 20) and (2. 13), if the P-Sasakian
structure vector e.l is tangent to Mn-t, that is, p=O, we have

(fJ(V)gji) fi f'+2gji (ofi)fi=0, 0#=0.

Substituting (3.5) in the first equation of the above equation, we get 13=0.
Thus we have
(3.6) ojh= (fJ(v) f1l)e.

Next, we define a tensor field T ji by
(3.7) Tji=l7jvi-f/ f/'171v/l-vdl fj+vd/ fi-
Then we now prove

THEOREM 3.2. In order for an infinitesimal isometric invariant variation
(2.1) of an invariant hypersurface of a P-Sasakian manifold to bef-preserving,
it is necessary and sufficient that Tji=O.



flViVI=-vI fu.
(3. 10), we find ;;fi =0.
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Proof. Suppose that an infinitesimal variation of an invariant hypersurface
is f-preserving. Then by Theorem 3. 1, we have (3. 3). Transvecting (3.3)
with fJ/, we get
(3.8) VjVi- j;flVjVI- f/flvIVk- fjvd/=O.
Substituting (3.8) into (3.7), we have
(3.9) Tji=vdl fi+ fiflVjVI.
Transvecting (3.8) with p, we get flViVI= -vd/.
Thus we have from the above equation and (3.9) Tji=O.

Conversely, we assume that Tji=O. Then we have
Vjvi- fkiflvrok-v1fifj+Vlflji =0. .

Transvecting the above equation with fl' and P, we respectively have
(3.10) fl'Vjvl - flvlvh+ fl hfhV1vk-vhfj+vl fdjfh=O,
(3.11) flVzVi=Vl fu·

On the other hand, since the infinitesimal variation is isometric, we have
from (3.11)
(3.12)
Substituting (3. 12) In

Next, we shall prove

LEMMA 3.3. For an infinitesimal isometric invariant variation (2.1) of an
invariant hypersurface of a P-Sasakian manifold, we have
(3.13) T ji+ Tij=O,
(3.14) T ji+ fl fikTlk= f/J(v)fi- flJ(v)/j,
(3.15) T ji Tji=2 TjiVjVi+ 2 ((} (v) fi) (8 (v) ji).

Proof. By the definition of T ji, (3. 13) is clear.

Next, we have
Tafl fik=-VjVi+ fl fivIVk+ fjvlfu- fiVl flj+ fP(v) fj-f/J(v)fi'

where we used the identity flVjVl=(} (v) fj-vI flj.
Thus, using (3. 7) and the above equation, we have (3. 14).

Finally, from (3.7), (3.13) and (3.14), we have
T jiTji=2T jiVjVi- (fzO(v)h-f#(v) fl){7lvk-vdl (Tji/j) +vdl(Tji fi)'

Transvecting (3.7) withfj, we get
Tji/j= -0(v) ji.

So we obtain
Tji Tji=2TiiVjVi+2gilh ((}(v) Ji) {7lvk+2 ((} (v) P) vdl·

Substituting gUh{7lvk=(}(v)fi-vlfu into the above equation, we get (3.15).
Next, applying the operator (7j to (3.7) and taking account of (l.14),

we have
{7jTji={7i{7jVi+ fl P{7IVk+ (n~3) fik fl{7lvk
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- fjk PZVjVZVk- fvzf/+v;- (n-l)v! fzf;·
Since an infinitesimal isometric variation is affine, substituting (2.19) with
a=O into the above equation and using (1. 20) and (2.20) with «=0, we
obtain
(3.16) (J7j T jj) vj = (n-4) U/ jlvjVZ"L'k-,JjVj+ (o;li) 2} •
Thus we have from (3. 15) and the above equation
(3.17) vj (Tjjvi) = (n-4) U/ jlviVzvk-ViVi+ (V;lj)2}

+ ~ TjjTjj - (0 (v) fi)(8(v) ji).

Now, an infinitesimal variation which satisfies 8 (v) ji=r:ji, 'r being a
certain scalar field on Mn-l is said to be fibre-preserving. Thus, if an
infinitesimal isometric invariant variation is fibre-preserving, we get 8 (v) gjj

=0 and 8 (v) ji=1:ji.
Furthermore we get

o(v) fi=8(v) (Pgji) = (8 (v) ji)gjj+ ji8 (v) gjj=1:fj .
Apllying the operator O(v) to f;ji=l, we get 1:=0.
Hence we have

THEOREM 3.4. For an infinitesimal isometric invarient ,-'ariation of an
invariant hypersurface of a P-Sasakian manifold, if the variation is Jibre
preser-tJing, then we have
(3.18) 8 (v) Ji=O,
that is, the vector field vi is a strict paracontact ,-'ector field defined in [2].

Next, since
8(,-,) f/= -VjJi-vih+2flVZfjJi- f/VlVi+ f/VjvZ

we get
(3.19) (8 (v) fi) ji=-vi+ flv! Ji+ fiPVkv!.
Thus, for an infinitesimal isometric invariant fibre-preserving variaticn, we
have from (3. 18) and (3. 19)

'(T ') 1 T"1'V) jiV' =2 'J' ji'

from which, if the hypersurface is compact orientable, we have

JMn-l (TjiTji)dV=O,

dV being the volume element of Mn-l. Thus we have

THEOREM 3.5. If an infinitesimal isometric invariant variation of a compact
orientable invariant hypersurface of a P-Sasakian manifo/'d is fibre-presen';ng,
t.hen it is f-preserving.

4. Infinitesimal conformal variations
An infinitesimal variation of a hypersurface for which Ogji is proportional
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to gji is said to be conformal. A necessary and sufficient condition for an
infinitesimal variation (2. 1) of an invariant hypersurface of a P-'-Sasakian
manifold to be conformal is
(4.1) VjVi+17iVj-2ahji=2Agji,
where

(4.2) A=_I_(v·vj-ah).
n-l J

Now, we assume that an infinitesimal variation is a conformal invariant
variation. Then we have from (2.11) and (4.1)
(4.3) VjVi+ViVj=2Agji'
We define a tensor field T ji by
(4.4) Tji=17jVi-f/ fl(17zVk) -fl fk(VZVk) fjfi- fjf/vt+ fJ/vz.

Next Theorem and Lemma will be proved in the same way as in proofs
of Theorem 3. 2 and Lemma 3. 3. So we omit their proofs.

THEOREM 4.1. In order for an infinitesimal conformal invariant variation
(2.1) of an invariant hypersurface of a P-Sasakian manifold to be f-pro·
eserving, it is necessary and sufficient that the tensor field T ji defined by (4.
4) vanishes identically.

LEMMA 4.2. For an infinitesimal conformal invariant variation of an invariant
hypersurface 01 a P-Sasakian manifold, we have
(4.5) Tji+Tij=O,
(4.6) Tji+Tlkf/ fik= f/J(v) fi- f jJ(v) fi'
(4.7) TjiTji=2Tjip'jVi+2(0(v) h) (0 (v) fJ)

+4(0 (v) fz) fivk-2),flO(v) fz·
For an infinitesimal conformal variation, we have from (4.1)

(4.8) 17j17ivh-KihjkVk= Ajgil.+ Aighj+Ahgji ,
from which
(4.9) 17jVjVh+ Kkkvk= - (n-3)Ah,
where we put Ah=Oh),'

Now applying the operator p'j to (4.4), we find
17jTji=17j17jVi+ KtjZkvt fiz fl-2Ajglkfit fl+ f).kfi+ (n-2) fZ (P'ZVk) fik

+ P(P'ZVk) fl+ (P'tVk) jlk fi-Vj (Aljfi) - fflvz- Ii fip'jvZ
+Vi- (n-l) flvzfi+ AIfi'

Substituting (1. 21) in the above equation and taking account of (4. 1) and
the identity

we have
VjTji=ViVjVi+Ktivt-2Ai+2AtP fi+ fAkli- (n-4) (0 (v) fz) fi

+2),1fi-Vi (fifi)'
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(4.15)

(4.14)

Furthermore. substituting (4.9) in the above equation. we get
yjTji=- (n-l)li+211Jlfi+f1dl- (n-4) (O(V)fl)fl+21ffi

-yj(J.fjfi)'
Since

yj (lfjfi) =AIJl f;+lffi'
the above equation can be written as

yj1"ji=- (n-l)li+yj(lfj/;) + f1dl- (n-4) (0 (v) fz) fl·
Substituting fAdI iyj (Afji) + (n - 2)1ffi into the above equation. we have
(4.10) yj(Tji+ (n-l)lgji-J.fj fi+),ffji) = (n-2»),ff;- (n-4) (0 (v) fl) fl·
By virtue of (4.7) and (4.10), we obtain
(4.11) yj {(Tji+ (n-l) 19ji-),fjfi-A.ffji)Vi}

= (n-2) {lffi- (8(v)fz) fl} v i + ~ 1"ji1"ji - (O(V)fl) (O(v)jl)

+).jlO(v) fz+ (n-l)212-l2(I-f2).
Next, we assume that our variation is fibre-preserving. Then it follows

from 8(v)gji=21gji that
o(V)fi Ii. 8(v)ji=-lji.

Substituting the above equations in (4. 11), we have
(4.13) pj {(Tj;+ (n-l) 19ji-1fjfi-1ffji)v'l

= (n-2)Af fovi+ ~ TijTji+ {1-J2+ (n-l)2} 12•

On the other hand. by virtue of (4.2) with a=O, we have

(n-2)AffiVi=: ~ (Yjvii)ffovi=: ~ {yj(ffiViVj)-fVifJ(v)fj}

= n-2 {yi(ff-viv'j)-lfv -fJl.
n-1 .' J

Thus we have

(n-2)Affjv'i= n-2 yi(ffiViVj)'
n

Substituting (4.14) in (4.13), we obtain
- - ( n-2yJ {(T ji+ n-l)Agji-1f/ifi-'A.ffji--

n
-fv jfi)v'l

= ~ TjiTji+ (l_f2+ (n-l)2} A:!.

Thus if the hypersurface is oompact orientable, we have

(4.16) Lh ~ 1"ji1"ji+ (l_f2+ (n-l)2};(2]dV=0.

On the other hand, in a P-Sasakian hypersurface Mn-l we can easily
show that J2< (no:-1)2.

So we have from (4.16) 1"ji=O and A=O.
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Thus we have

THEOREM 4.3. If an infinitesimal conformal invariant variation of a compact
orientable hypersurface of a P-Sasakian manifold is fibre-preserving, then it
is isometric and hence f-preserving.
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